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The following combinatorial problem ic f 
minimizing simultaneously the storage space a 
restrictions nn S (these restrictions re 
storing a file). 
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is, the average time of retrieving all objects relevant o a query. Usually, in order to 
decrease the access time each object is stored in the memory several times. (Strictly 
speaking, it is usually the address of an object rather than the object itself, that is 
stored in several storage locations. This is, however, inessential for the problems 
dealt with in this paper.) It is a general fact that the smaller storage space is 
required by a file organization method, the greater is the access time of this method, 
and conversely. A method minimizing the storage space is to store the objects in lthe 
memory without repetitions, in an arbitrary order. To retrieve all objects relevant 
to a query, the whole memory has then to be searched, producing a high value of 
the access time. On the other hand, the minimal access time can be achieved by 
storing, for each query, the objects relevant to this query in consecutive storage 
locations. To retrieve all objects relevant to a query it is then only necessary to 
know the locatior; of the first relevant object and either the location of the last 
relevant object or the number of relevant objects. But each object must then be 
stored, in general, in several storage locations (large storage space required). 
The most desirable case is the one which admits the possibility of minimizing 
both r:he access time and the storage space at a time. Such a possibility exists when 
the objects can be arranged in the memory, without duplication, in such a way that 
for every query (from a fixed set of queries) the objects relevant to this query are 
stored in consecutive storage locations. 
In ,a fixed i.s.r. system, to each query there corresponds a set of objects relevant 
to this query, and consequently, to a set of queries there corresponds a family of 
subsets of the szt of objects. With every arranging of a set X of objects in a memory 
we can associate a partial filnction 5 : X+ X with the following interpretation: 
S(x) is the object inspected immediately after x. Thus, the function S reflects a 
method of searching the memory, whi;:h is, in turn, usually determined either by the 
physical contiguity of storage locations or by pointers stored with (some of) the 
objects and indicating the next storage cation to be inspected (chaining techni- 
ques). It is clear that the problem o finding a file organization minimizing 
simultaneously the storage space and the access time is equivalent to the following 
abstract combinatorial problem: Fo: a given family ‘lilt of subsets of a set X, 
it is called ~dVrri.ssible. Thus, the admissible families are those which 
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problem of “sequence dating” (see endall [ 191). The class of admissible 
well as the subclasses of linear, cyclic and other families were investiga 
and IVlarek [26, 27, 281 and Lipski 623, 241. 
Although admissible families are relatively “smaii-’ i comparison with t 
usually occurring in practice, neverthele s such a specia case seems to be 
investigation for the following reasons: 
(i) It is always possible to minimize the access time for at least SOW queries, 
without any increase of he stsrage space. One then wants to know for which sets of 
queries such a minimization is possible. 
(ii) There are many possible extensions of the organization base on admissible 
families. An arbitrary family can be partitioned into admissible subfamili 
some (tolerably small) number of repetitions can be allowed to make it possi 
store objects relevant to each query in consecutive storage locations (see Lipski and 
u [21]). It is also possible to distinguish an admissi e family of sets 
that the response to each query is the disjoint uni of some sets of 
this family (see Marek and Pa.wlak [30], Lipski [ZS]). 
asory of admissible families of sets enables us to understand better the 
space-time trade-offs inherent in the domain of file organization. 
Moreovl*sr, the theory of admissible families offers many problems of indepen- 
dent combinatorial interest. 
In this paper we study in a systematic way the class of admissible families an 
some of its subclasses. In particular, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a family of sets to be in some of these subclasses, as well as algorithms to construct 
the partial funct’on S : X+ X occurring in the definitions of these subclasses. Also 
a relation of these problems to the problem of representing a graph by the 
intersection gra h of a family of sets is established (see Section 6). The possibrlity of 
augmenting an dmissible family fi of subsets of X either by adding a set to m or 
by adding zn element to X, without violating t? . ’ nissibility, is discussed in 
Section 8. Finally, in Section 9, the applicatiar :T +- 15 combinatorial theory of 
admissible families to problems of information recricvai is &scribed. 
Throughout tile text the standard mathematical no ation is used. In 
C8.S and BS are the 
ment). !lR will always 
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. fqgraghs an 
Let X be a set and let S s X x X be a partial function such that for each 31 E !BS, 
S(X) f X. It is convenient to treat (X, S) as a directed graph with the set of vertices 
X arid the set of edges S. Such a graph will be referred to as an f-graph on X (S is a 
sUccessor function, S(x) is the sUccessor of x). A set B G X is a segment in (X, S> if 
either B = $9 or B = (x, S(X), . . . , Stsl-’ (x)} for some x E X. Such an x is a head of 
B (in (X, S)) and StB’-‘(x) is the end corresponding to this head. If in addition 
SiBI = x then E is a cycle. A segment B is @aI if B c CBS or B = kg, and initia! if 
Bg 4ieS or B := 0. If a nonempty segment B is not a cycle then its unique head and 
end are denoted by h(B) and e(B), respectively. Obviously, such a segment is final 
iff e(B) B 9s and initial iff h(B) e %!J. 
,An f-graph (X, S) is linear if X is a final segment in it (i.e., if it consists of a single 
elementary path), cyclic if X is a cycle in it (i.e., if it consists of a single elementary 
cycle), acyclic if there is no cycle in it. If (X, S) is linear then h(X) and e(X) wili be 
referred to as its head and end, respectively. It is clear that there is a natural 
one-one correspondence between linear f-graphs and linear oGlerings on X. It is 
convenient to consider also as c!lclic the f-graphs (X, S) with IX] G 1 (then S = 0). 
We denote by 9(X) the class of all f-graphs on .X, and by .5%(X), %3(X), .&F(X) 
the subclasses of linear, cyclic and acyclic f-graphs, respectively. 
An f-graph (X, S) is connected if every two vertices x, y E X are joined by a path 
in the graph (X, S U S-l). Maximal connected subgraphs af an f-graph will be 
referred to as its components. It is easy to see that a connected f-graph 4X, S) either 
is acyclic arld CBS = X1(x0} for some x0 E X, or else it contains exactly one cycle and 
9s = x: 
We say that a family of sets !@ is segmental (finally segmental) over (X, S) if all 
fM E w are segments (final segments) in (X, S). The main problem to be studied in 
the remainder of the paper is that of the existence and the construction, for a given 
%& of an f-graph such that %R is segmental over it. If lfDl admits such an f-graph then 
it is called admissible. 
Let US consider, as an example, a very simple speciill case arising when IM I= 2 
For each {x, y} E x we must then have either (x, y) E S or 
determines a nonoriented graph with the property that is: ZR is 
is segmental over an f-graph obtained by suitably orienting its 
e sees easily that %@ is admissible iff each component 
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Fig. 1. An example of a non-admissible family and its admissible subfamily. 
Let % c 9(X) be a class of f-graphs (e.g. S(X), 29(X), %9(X) or .sM(X)) and 
let 9 c 9(X) x S(X) be a relation, e.g. one of the relations 9, sP* defined as 
follows: 
(A4,G) E 9 a M is a segment in G, 
,&I, 6) E 9* e M is a final segment in G. 
We define a class c(%, 9) of families of subsets of X as follows: 
c(%,B) = {!Dtc S(X): (3G E 2T)(V E %)(M, G) E 3). 
c(%, 3) will be 1 eferred to as the class of admissibiiiry determined by % and 92. 
The following classes of admissibility will be investigated in what fol!ows: 
Adm(X) = c@(X), 9’) - the class of admissible families, 
2(X) = +z5F(x), 9) -- the class of linear families, 
W(X) = C(%zF(X), 9) -- the class of cyclic families, 
&4(X) = +zM-(X), 9) - the class of acyclic fr, rilies, 
S*(x) = c(2?SqX), 9”) .- the class of finaZly linear families, 
&S?*(x) = c(JzEqX), So*) - the class of finally Eacyclic families. 
For a class of admissibility X(X) = c(%‘, % ), 
YC-admissibility of m if ( 
instance, if !DI is segmental over a linear f-grap 
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is said t+? have the consecdve l’s propercy if there exists a permutation of its rows . 
such that the permuted matrix has consecutive l’s in each colu t is easy to see 
that a family is linear iff its inci onsecutive l’s property. For 
other classe? gf admissibility th atural, and this 
is the reason why we shall not use the matrix representation of the problem. 
The following two operations will turn out to be very useful. 
(a) The 
follows: 
Let ,!NC P(X) and let C C 
of %@ on C (in symbols ml,) is a fitmily of subsets of c’ 
Y!i,={MC-iC: ME%?}. 
(b) The contraction of (X, S) to C (in symbols (X, S)lc) is an f-graph on C 
defined as follows: 
(X, S) = fc SC), 
9S, = (y E C: (3k )fl)S”(y)E C A S”“(y)# y}, 
SC(x) = §&x(x) for each x E 9&, 
where 
x = min{k: k >O A S”(X)E C}. 
Roul;id;y speaking, & “,x) is the first vertex belonging to C\(x) encountered on 
the path beginning at x. 
et X(X) be one of the clmses Adm( 
t (X, S) realize the X-admissibility of 2R. Then 
follows from t e folIowing two facts: 
e contraction 3 ype of an f-graph, that is, if ( 
is linear, cyclic 0 cyclic, respectiv 
S) then fI C is a segme 
nearity, etc.) of a fa 
Info~~naS~o~~ stomqe and retried 
) contains exactly t 
inclusion (or nested). 
). In general, the q 
) since each linear f-g t 
asowska) of a family w 
i b Fig. 2 (X = { 3,2,3,4, S}, m = ((1 
Fig. 2. An example of a family which is cyclic and acyclic but not linear. 
Using 
tion” of 
ation of trace we can formulate the fallowed 
finally acyclic families: 
) ij-J one of the following t 
satisfied : 
(i) For every EI11E, rnlh.fE.9 
(ii) Fsr every ,CEmz, A n - 
n 
. . . 
( 1 111 ere is r.0 x, y x#y, s t 
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realizing the final acyclicity of !?%! IA, is already con- 
structed. We shall convert it into an f-graph (Ai+*, &+I), A+* = Ai U + 1 9 realizing 
the finaJ acyclicity of out loss of generality may assume that 
, \ A, # fl (otherwise construct an f-graph ( 1 \Ai, 17 + J realizing 
final linearity of 2R IM,+,\Ai [(this ,fa ested being atrace of Q&Ja If 
n Ai =: fl then the f-graph (Ai )I, Sit*> = (J\~+I, Si U 71:+J is easily seen to realize 
nal acyciicity of !P? IAi+,. Let Mj+I n Ai # fl. We have to prove that for each i, 
i7 Ai+l is a final segment in (Ai+,, Si+*). Since s@iMi is nested, 
,) u (A~~ n M2) u . . . U (Mj n Mi+I) = Mi n Ml 
for some I 3s i -I- 1. Similarly, +1 n Ai = n Mk for some k G i. We define 
S I+1 = Si U Ti+l U {(x, y)} where x is the end of +l\Ai, T+l) and y = h(Mi+l IT Ai). 
We can restrict ourselves to the case when I = i + 1 and Mi n (Mi+l\ Ai) # 0 since 
otherwise M, n Ai+,= n Ai. TO prove 
to show that y E 
is the forbidden subfamily from condition (iii). U 
y the components of a family m = {Ml, , . . . , iI&} c P(X) we mean sets of 
the form 
S&E,, Ed,. . . , G) = j 
where el, Ed, Iv . . , I}, M” = X\ uratowski and ostowski 
componenlts of tll); will be denoted by Y’(%!). 
very set V c .X obtained from sets of !D? by 
disjoint union of a certain number of 
empty components of ,!?Jc are easily seen to be 
non-zero elements) of the oolean algebra of subsets of 
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(II) TWO families %?I c 9( ) and % c CP( orphic if there is a 
cp : 7G.e 7 such that 
(c) Two kmilies %?? c P(X) and ‘8 C P(Y) are simiku if t 
zi!q-n)c_ P({(E,,&;,.. .,E”)E{O, 1y: S~(E*,Ez,.=',&n)#~}), 
are isomorphic. 
It is easy to see that each nonempty component of 9(B) consists of one e 
and that % and .Z’(%??) are si~+tr (since 5!(E) = %(ZE(~ZV))). 
2.2. Leo families %R C P(X) and % C V(Y) be similar and let Y{(X) 
denote one of the classes Adm(X), Z’(X), g(X), d(X), Z*( 
rnE”Y(X) es m&%(Y). 
‘The theorem is obvious if similarity is replaced by isomorphism. Thus it: is 
sufficient to consider the case ‘8 = 9(m). To this end let us take a set C c 
that for each S E 9(%@), 13 n C I= 1 (such a set exists si 
X). It is easy to see that %& and s(m) are isomorphic 
by Theorem 1.3, ml, E %%(Cj and consequently 9(m) E ZK( II). Conversely, if 
zq%J?) E X(Y) t ‘en we apply the following proce ure to an f-graph realiskg the 
X-admissibility of Z!!(!!Jl): we repIace its vertices by the corresponding component!; 
of %k as shown in Fig. 3. El 
Fig. 3. he procedure cf “pus irlg up” vertices use in Ihe proof of Theorem 2.2. 
t: a y wia 
. 
cti 
Fig. 5. e f-gra s realizi missibilii,y of a family of three SetS. 
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3. The following condiGoPts Crre eqtslvaknt : 
(i) 2.k 2 92, 
t(s 
\ 6 
is g-dependent on % and each IV E 5! is X-dependent on i%. 
Two sets M, iv rJverZap (in symbcJs M (1~ N) if 
MnN#P)n W#ld~NWf#(d. 
The following simple lemma enables us to find some, in general not all, sets 
X-dependent on a family. 
3. Let M, N, P E 8R c 9(X) arjd let x E X. Then 
(a) 0 and {x} are Adm-dependenr on a. 
If M,NCPand MaoN then MUN, M\N, N\M (and MnNprovided MU 
.!$I# P) are Adm-dependent on !D!. 
(b) 0, (x) and X are Z-dependent on m. 
If .M GO N then M U N, M 13 N, M \ Er, N \ M are Z-dependent on m. 
(c) 0, {x}, X\(x) and X are S-dependent on 82. X\ M is %-dependent on %R. 
If M a N then M U !V, M \ N, N \ M (and M r? !V provided M U N# X) are 
%-dependent on W. 
(d) 0 and X are .&dependent on 2%. 
If M a~ N th.en LW f7 N is &dependent on a. If M, N C P and M QI N the]>. M U N, 
M n lV, M\ N, N\ M are &dependent on Y8!. 
Let us note the following analogy. Consider 2X! to be a set of sentences in a 
formalized language, 8 to be a class of interpretations of this language, and 
is true in G. Then !D?** is the set of all (semantic) consequences of 
reover, Lemma 4.5 corresponds to specifying certain inference rules. 
Unfortunately, in general the analogon of the completeness theorem does not hold 
owever, analysing the algorithm given in the next section one can 
deduce the following restricted form of the “completeness theorem”: 
least family ‘% z) m such that 
%V E 9(X) is essential. 
,o least family Ylz %V sue 
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As one of the applications 
following theorem D 
of the theory developed in this section we have 
core .7. Llet m G P(X), let x0 be a fixed element of X and let 




(rem11 that M’ = hf. M* = X\ M). Then a and % are %-equivalent. Moreover, !W is 
cyclic iff % is linear. 
. Every N E 3 ;s %-dependent on !%!I since N or X \ M is in %Ik Similarly, 
every ME i@ is W-dependent on 8. By Lemma 43, !?!R 7 5%. If !IR is cyclic then % is 
ns?quently, since Q, E US, ‘iK! is linear (the edge (x0, S(xO)) can be 
any f-graph (X, S) realizing the cyclicity of %). Conversely, if (in is 
linear, thpn it is cyclic and, since % z %, $2 is cyclic. Cl 
The above theorem provides a simple method of reducing the problem of finding 
an f-graph realizing the cyclicity of a family to the analogous problem for the linear 
case (see an example in the next section). 
an f-gr%J or a give or cyc Y s 
An alga itlim for constructing an f-graph realizing the final acyclicity of a family 
of sets was described in the proof of Theorem 1.5. For finally linear families the 
problem is trivial. Now we sha 1 present an algorithm for the class Z(X) which, by 
.7, provides also an algorithm for Y(X). 
need a decomposition theorem which is 
and Gr3ss [ 111. First we shall give some auxiliary ‘ 
is fs ) i.e., 
if 
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5.2 (Decomposition Theorem). (a) A fundy is linear ail its b!ocks are 
hear. 
t(b) A family m C WX), such that ff’ 92, is cycPic I either all its blocks are 
linear (Innd consequently !rfz E 9( or there is exact/J ne maximal block, this 
block is cyclic and the other blocks are linear. 
(c) A family is acyclic i’ all its maximal blocks are acyclic and the other blocks Q 
. The necessity of the above conditions is obvious. For the sufficiency let us 
notice that if 3 1 s Bz then U 6B1 is contained in a component of 58;. The ordering 
within a component is, as we noticed in Section 2, immaterial. Thus we can proceed 
as follows. We take an f-graph realizing the linearity (cyclicity, acyclicity) of the 
maximal blocks (for two distinct maximal blocks 63&, 912 we have always UB, n 
q-r 
b %2 = gj. ‘I’hen we modify it so that the blocks of “depth” two (Le., the immediate 
G -predecessors of the maximal blocks) be segmental. Then we modify, if 
necessary, the ordering within the components of blocks of “depth” three and so 
on. 0 
Now we are going to describe the algorithm. By an operation we shall mean a 
Boolean operation with two sets M, N C X as arguments, or a comparison of these 
sets (i.e., checking whether or not A4 c N, N c &I, M o N, M n N = 0, etc.). We 
denote n = IS%?], m = 1 X 1 o The symbol O(n) has its usual meaning (see e.g. Knuth 
[20]). In virtue of the Decomposition Theorem we may restrict ourselvec to the case 
when our family consists of a single bleak. (To separate a block !I)? from a family $%, 
O(nN) operations are needed, 1% = 1% I.) Without loss of generality we may assume 
that L”m = X . 
Step 1. We find a set E !IR such that in every f-graph realizing the linearity of 
w, MO is a final or initial segment. To this end we proceed as follows: 
], M2,. . . , h&j. For each i# j, 1 s i, j G n, we check whether 
Clearly, for any distinct 
E %& such that 
This gives the total m 
e construct an f-graph rcalizin 
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. -- 
of a family of sets. 
an a 
sets. 
ings are as fo 
sets of vertices of 
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(ii) For every MI, M2, M3 E m with MI n M2 n 3 f 8 M-e exist i, j E { 1,2,3}, 
i# j, such that M1 n W2 U M3 = ha, U Mi. 
(iii) For every nonempty 8 c P1 wi#th n% # 0 there exist E %! such that 
‘Jm= MUN. 
Lemma 6.3 implies the fo lowing important corollary. 
(Ryser [33]). Let %.)? contain no triangles and let for each 
A4 n N# 0. Then nm# 8. 
In the remainder of this section we shall assume that the class 91 satisfies the 
followilrg conditions: 
(a) If 8 E % then !I.& E 9 for any set C. 
(pj If a;brr ._ U; mt ? 9Y and 8 is similar to m then % E 91. 
(ar) If % E 8 then % contains no triangles. 
For instance, %?I may be the class of linear families, the class of acyclic families, the 
class of cyclic families without triangles, the class of families without triangles, etc 
83 U Y(YR) E 3 iff %(!D2 U Y(%R)) is 9brepreserztable. 
If m U So(%) c: (21 then, by definition, %(n U sP(%%?)) is ‘B-representable. 
Convksely, suppose that there is a family % E ‘$l such that S!?(s) = %(m U Y(m)). 
Let Y c ‘8 correspond by our isomorphism to 9’(E). Let for every T E 5’? 
r/; = (T} U {N E ‘ik N fl T# $3). ‘VT is a clique of %(%), hence, by Corollary 6.5, 
n y=# 8. The sets n &, T E Y, are mutually disjoint, so we can form a set C such 
that for every T E 9, 1 C n n VT I= 1. One sees easily that %(%) and Ce(% I,-) are 
isomorphic. Nloreover, SE U sP(iiR) and % Ic are similar (notice that 9 I= is exactly 
the set of nonempty components of (‘%\Y)\~, % E %), hence %’ ic, and consequently 
%.@ fJY(B), are in ?I. 0 
own characterizations of Z-representable graphs provide characteriza- 
. +srrer_ fi Ic *:a m-- families. iL-ei;.z L? :::**i; 
e (a) A nondirected graph is a rigid circuit graph if for each of its 
ere is an edge joining two vertices of 
there exist vertices ul, i:rt 2)3 (an 
. iDi! is linear 
heorems 2.3, 6.6 and 6.8, is linear i 
asteroidal rig; d circuit graph. 
is non-asteroidal then it is a 
rigid circuit gra hen there exists a 
is joined in only with it&-, and 
!@) for some i, then 
i=O,I ,..., k-1. 
01 s MO n M,, 02 CZ 
asteroidal triple. 0 
Since there is a strong restriction on the nu 
linear family (see Theorem 2.4(b)), the above t 
whether or not a family is linear. For an 
1. ,4nother criterion of linearity ca 
af .%representable graphs given by 
We omit the details. 
SimilarI> from Theorems 2.3 and 6.6 it follows that %? is acyclic i 
is &representable. However, neither a characterizati 
graphs, nor a criterion for acyclicity is known to the author. 
graph is a rigid circuit graph, but not conversely 
reader is referred to ] or Gavril [ 1 
problem was corsider 21. From Theo 
linearity can also be deduced: 
akano [31]). A family flJz is li 
family % > 92 such that 
NE%)(Mn UNE\37) 
contains no trimgles. 
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Wow it wil! be shown how to study B.-representability of a graph G by examining 
the associated family A(G). Strictly speaking, we shall treat as a collection 
of sets with possible repetitions, rath ban a family of sets. hus, if G has n 
vertices then A(G) is composed of p1 necessarily distinct estrictions (oL), 
($ on ‘3 are still assumed. The folEowing t eorem extends a similar resuIt of 
erson and Gross (see [ 11, heoretn 7, I]) concerning -representaMity. 
. A nondirected graph G is %-representable i’ff 
. First notice that %(4(G)) = G. Indeed, two vertices G are joined iff they 
belong to some clique. This proves that whenever 
representable. C?nverseIy, assume that G is Ill-representable, 
some !D? E 3. Since 8 is closed under contraction and isomorphism, it is sufficient to 
show thsr .4(%(m)) is isoz?xxphic to a contraction of w. Let us consider the family 
C(%(!D-O) = {%*, %,, . . . , qm} of all cliques of 3(m). The sets n%$. 1~ i SC m, are r 
pairwise disjoint and, since % is without triangles, nonempty. Let us take arbitrary 
iEfMi, i==1,2 ,..., ‘M, and define Y = {xl, x2,. . . , xm}. The bijection 
3(E)) defined by p(ai) = Cei establishes an isomorphism between glIy 
It is easy to see that %@ and 
Moreover, it can be proved that i 
)) have the same int 
- PI then J USI Z= 
graph. 
. 
We note here another cembinatorial problem connected with admissible families 
-_ that of reconstructing a family by its intersection pattern. 
6.5, ther exist x E 
without triangles and have the same intersectis;r pattern. 
by putting cg(xl = y. 
Thus, the information on whether a family is cyclic (linear), or acyclic is 
containe e intersection pattern, or in the ~umbe 
1 S i, j, k S n, respectively. 
s>. his observation enabks us to 




Fig. 7. Con:tructiwg the f-graph (Xv 3) realizing the acyc icity of %!tl{l$f] (see Example 8.3). 
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NOW we shall study the possibility of adding a new element o the set X9 that is, 
for a g&n !$I?c P(X) we shall consider families %@‘C 9(X U {x}) such that 
2Iqx = FL We call D? an extePtsion of ,W. To each Itf E % there corresponds some 
’ E Pi? equal to M or to A4 U ix}. It is easy to see that if the addition of x does not 
create any nc:w nonempty component, i.e., if there exists a y E X such that for each 
ME%%, yE iff x E M’, then %@ and m’ are in the same class of admissibility 
(since they are similar). In such a case the necessary modification consists of adding 
the edge (y, x) and, if y E 9S, replacing (y, S(y)) by (x, S(y)). 
Let 1 X 12 2 and let !%?’ C 9(X U {x}) be an extension of %8 c P(X). 
(a) %?’ is c&c ifi there exist y, z E X and an f-gra,nh (X, S) realizing the cyclicity 
of !EI such that S(y) = z and 
where 2& = {M E gt: Mf 8). 
(b) 92’ is linear if there exist y, z E X and an f-graph (X, S) realizing the linearity 
of W such that either S (y ) = z and 
{ME%@,,: y,zEM}~{MC!I&,: xEM’}G(ME!&: yEMvzEM} 
To prove thy “if ~7 O” of the ttieorem we replace in (X, S) the edge (y, z) by 
the edges (y, x), (x, z), or, iz the second case in (b), we add the edge (z, x). To prove 
the “only if part” we rake the contraction to X of an f-graph realizing the cyclicity 
(Inearity) of 92. P 
In this section we come back to problems that have motivated this paper - to 
i.s.r. syste st let us recall some basic definitions from arek and Bawlak [30 
( see &SO 
f correspond to aitri 
hformation storage and retrieval 
Boolean oper;lt~ons, T, F, 9, + , - , + . 111 Ii9 is calIed the value of I in 9, an 
defirled inburtivelj: as follcws: 
IIa II9 = O(a), for each a E A, 
lb+& - Ir4l~ Ull4l~~ 
II f O s lb = II f II9 n II s (1% 
II f -+ s 119 = (K \ II a II39 u II s IIS 
Terms are the queries that can be submitted to an i.s.r. system and 11 t II2 is the set of 
objects relevant to query t in system 9. 
To each farn~ly of terms X C 3 there corresponds, in a fixed i.s.r. system 9, the 
family of sets !?I3 = {II t IIY: t E SV}. Moreover, the symbols + , l , - , -3, T, F occur- 
ring in terms correspond to set-theoretical operations of union, intersection, 
complementation, etc. Thus we can reformulate al1 the theorems on admissible 
families of sets, obtaining theorems on admissible families of terms. 
nition 9.2. (a) A family 2 c .T is admissible ove an i.s.r. system Y’ if the 
set a 2X = { 11 t II9 : t E 8’) is admi ssibl :: 
amily %? C ZF is absolutely adw inbk if it is admissible over every i.s.r. 
system (A and RI are fixed). 
In all kfinitions and theorems of tkrs section admissibility can be replaced by 
linearity, cyclicity, etc. 
We say that a term t is simple if it is aof the form al - a2 l . . . l a,, where 0, E A,, 
1 s ; s n, and {Al,Az, . . . , A,} is the partition induced on A by 
3, Let 55 = K, A, R, UJ, 542 = ( 
Assume that for each simple rerm 
:le over 55. Tkl”c 2? is a,dmissible over Yi. 
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one exception: Smxtimes we know some relations between desmptors corre- 
ibutes. This is equivalent to the possibility of 
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